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Critical illness arises when an organ injury from whatever the cause leads to organ failure. If we do not support the failing organ function, the situation turns lethal. Improving survival and outcome of these patients has been the impetus for critical care specialty development. So much so, today it has become a health care delivery process that demands highly skilled providers on-site 24/7 (critical care specialist doctors and nurses, physiotherapists, pharmacists, and so on). Further, it is an organizational framework that balances conflicting treatments whilst promoting safe and efficient application of appropriate and timely individualised care whilst minimizing errors. Critical care medicine is therefore the ‘bridge’ that sustains life in grim circumstances of illness while either the original insults self resolves, definitive treatment have time to work, or both, and the bodies organ functions have resolved sufficiently to allow recovery independent of extraordinary support. It embodies more than a collection of treatments. The respective referring specialists also work hand in hand to resolve the original insult and its implications during this ‘borrowed’ time in life although, in most cases, natural recovery takes place. The service not only looks at the clinical effectiveness but also other aspects of care such a safety, patient experience and environment. The “optimisation of recovery” is the therapeutic objective of critical care medicine rather than mere “survival”.

The key for its acceptance as a speciality in a country also lies with the practising critical care clinicians themselves. Their knowledge, skills and attitude form the base. More importantly, their ability to lead a team with mutual respect to the opinions of all colleagues involved and a commitment for equality in serving the patients in need matters most for its sustainability especially in our resource limited settings with shortage of ICU beds.

Today, the role of the critical care specialist is not limited to the confines of the walls of the intensive care unit. The main goal of therapy is to improve survival of patients, minimise their need for admission or re-admission to intensive care and reduce the duration of stay in ICU through safe, effective and efficient supportive care.

Today, in the developed world, critical care specialists undergo an independent comprehensive training program with residential skill acquisition on the job. This not only assists much needed skills training under pressure but also benefits patients as their competencies at intermediate level adds to the quality of care delivered and improve patient outcomes. It is also a specialty that is so fundamental to assist other specialties institute their high-end therapies too. Therefore, it is an essential catalyst to promote healthcare advancement as a whole in a country. For example, there is no point embarking on a transplant programme to save lives of patients with severe heart or liver disease unless the critical care set-up is not up to the standard to deal with the perioperative supportive care they need.

Critical care specialists should be committed fulltime to the critical care services and not overlook this as a sub-speciality whilst catering full-time to a major specialty elsewhere such as anaesthesia or internal medicine. Dual speciality commitment that embraces ‘open ICU’ concept do not help critical care development. There is a lot to do, especially in a country where it is just beginning. We must move away from the out-dated model of dual commitment, a practice prevalent in developing countries. Hybrid models such as these that place variable emphasis on accountability and responsibility have dampened critical care advancement. The resulting inexperience, incompetence and inaction all add to the increased demand for the same service making available resources stretch further reducing its efficacy and popularity.

Critical care is not a modern concept. Egyptians had documented procedures resembling tracheostomies as early as 1500 BC. Hippocrates had commenced a form of organ support by cannulating the airway 2. During the Crimean War in the 1850s, Florence Nightingale separated wounded soldiers depending on the severity of their injuries to enhance resource utility and care making a revolutionary step towards modern critical care1. In 1952, Dr Ibsen, an anaesthetist saved lives during a polio epidemic in Copenhagen by installing...
manual ventilator support and respiratory care via a tracheostomy. This led to the opening of the world's first intensive care unit (ICU) in 1953. Since then critical care has grown into a specialty in its own right.

Therefore, critical care medicine has evolved on the principle that patients with serious illness are better managed when grouped to a separate area and treated by a dedicated team of healthcare providers. Most countries in the developed world installed dedicated critical care training programs that produced critical care competent doctors and nurses as a foundation promoting the efficient and cost-effective ‘closed’ intensive care practice.

The role of intensive care has rapidly expanded over the last 20 years with critical care staff being involved not only within the ICU, but also on general wards before and after discharge. “Critical care without walls” is the theory applied to this idea, whereby critical care doctors and nurses offered their help and expertise to those who are acutely unwell on the ward, promoting ‘team care’ as the optimal model. The purpose was to identify patients who are deteriorating and institute treatments early or support the continued recovery of previously critically ill patients and share critical care expertise and experience. Today, they play a significant preventative role in managing critical illness. Early recognition (and management) of the deteriorating patients not only reduces individual patient morbidity and mortality, but also minimises unnecessary burden on health systems and is the most effective form of critical care therapy to ensure best outcomes.

Multidisciplinary teams, consisting of experienced staff trained in intensive care, provides this critical care outreach service including installation of early warning systems (EWS). The National Institute for Clinical Excellence (NICE) recommended that all hospitals should have a physiological “track and trigger” system, with multiple or aggregated weighted scoring systems that allowed a graded response. The evidence to support the best EWS model is still evolving. Perhaps our focus should move to identify those patients who are likely to benefit from critical care rather than those who are likely to die.

Intensive care units, rapid response teams and patient at risk services do not develop by simply by appointing a director, placing a placard on the door, and expecting staff to have the necessary skills and training to provide quality acute care. Development of effective quality service requires a concerted effort to develop health professional’s knowledge, skills and attitudes to recognize and manage critically ill patients. There are a wide variety of approaches to this ranging from the formal six year post graduate programs through interventions targeted at low resource settings to more generalizable short courses focused on a range of aspects of intensive care.

Education reduces patient harm. There is evidence in the Asian environment that the presence of an intensive care fellowship program is associated with lower hospital mortality in sepsis. Education programs for intensive care need to be appropriate for the resources available, be cost efficient, preferably with minimal capital outlay, be locally deliverable and sustainable. However opting to not provide specific education, and continuing to provide intensive care results in ineffective and expensive care without improvement in meaningful patient outcomes.

Regular audits are essential to find the optimal model of care that would provide best outcome for the patients as local culture, practices, resource availability and the stage of manpower development vary between countries. Simple national audits and re-audits published in a local journal may convince governments in making political provisions necessary for the development of critical care services as was seen in Sri Lanka. Such studies identify deficits and defects in standards and promote remedies.

The mission in critical care is to improve survival of patients, minimise their need for admission to intensive care and minimise the duration of stay in intensive care through safe, effective and efficient supportive care without aggravating organ damage. Therefore, the focus is patient centred and geared to fulfil the needs of the patient at the earliest opportunity and ensure their return to normal life with no residual damage.

Both nurses and doctors need additional competence based comprehensive training before managing critically ill patients. If we don’t have this degree of competence available at the bedside, it’s none other but patients who would suffer. Losing a breadwinner of a family this way from a preventable cause is a tragedy, needless to say the unbearable loss to the family and the country as a whole. Education is the key. That is why we need to ensure that critical care education is improved to the highest possible standard in our countries.
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